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Abstract— We present a possible strategy for filling the missing
data of the CATS benchmark time series prediction competition.
Our approach builds upon an appropriate embedding of this
time series and the use of bagging of multilayer perceptrons
(MLPs). We exploit time-reversal symmetry for prediction within
the first four gaps, linking the missing state to symmetricallylocated information both in the past and future. One-shot
forecasting is then performed for each missing value from distantenough delays. The suitability of the proposed embedding is
assessed empirically by  -testing the goodness-of-fit of models
built in symmetric versus asymmetric input spaces. Since this
approach cannot be pursued for forecasting the continuation of
this time series, in the right end we perform standard, noniterated forward predictions. Expected error levels are provided
according to performance on test data.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In this paper we explore a possible forecasting strategy
for the CATS benchmark time series prediction competition.
Following the usual practice, we start by assuming that the
underlying process can be modeled in a  -dimensional pseudophase space according to





where  "!#!! %$'&(%*)+  is the standard homogeneous time-delayed embedding defined by lag , and dimension
 [1], is the –possibly nonlinear– dynamics to be estimated
from the data, and  is some residual noise. However, as we
shall see in the following Section, after some exploratory data
analysis we will build a non-homogeneous embedding and
later mirror this framework to exploit time-reversal symmetry.
In the last Section we study the performance of ensembles of
MLPs in predicting the missing data.
II. E XPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS
In this Section we will try to answer the following questions: Should we employ nonlinear models? Which predictors
could be potentially useful? Finally, we assess the proposed
modeling settings by - -testing different null hypothesis.
A. Linearity vs. nonlinearity
Following Casdagli and Weigend [2], [3], we use local linear
models to test for nonlinearity. They can be considered as

the local Taylor expansion of the unknown , and are easily
determined by minimizing
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with respect to =< and @B , where C DE is the D neighborhood of F , excluding  . This minimization problem
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can be solved through a set of coupled linear equations,
a standard linear algebra problem. Then, the prediction is
G  HI=J+FKL@B . We compute the normalized mean squared
error (NMSE) between the original and predicted values, i.e.,
the MSE divided by the data variance, as a function of the size
D of the neighborhood on which the local linear model is fitted
[4]. If the optimum occurs at large neighborhood sizes, then
the data will be (at least in the embedding space considered)
best described by a global linear model. In contrast, if the
optimum occurs at small neighbourhood sizes, then a nonlinear
deterministic equation of motion will be a more suitable
description of the measured data.
In the lower panel of Fig. 1 we plot the results for the
original time series using standard time-delayed embedding
vectors of dimensions  NME"!O!"!BMQP . As we can see in this
figure, for all the dimensions considered we find the best
modeling performances for maximum neighbourhood sizes.
This implies, according to the discussion above, that a global
linear model best describes the raw data. However, this could
be simply due to the high autocorrelation of the big-scale
behaviour of the signal. To study the character of the smallscale fluctuations of  , we conducted the same analysis on the
series of first differences R  LO;S% (shown in the upper
panel of Fig. 1). We highlight some interesting features: first,
notice that for  IM (upper curve) the data look like random
noise —recall that unpredictability is characterized by a value
of NMSE=1. However, in higher dimensions there is some gain
in NMSE for small neighbourhood sizes (notice that this series
is overall much less predictable than  ). In conclusion, in
this case the results indicate the presence of a weak nonlinear
determinism. This suggests that the best strategy might well
consist of building first a linear autoregressive model to
account for the big-scale behaviour, and then modeling the
remaning unexplained variability with a nonlinear predictor
(the NMSE levels in the upper panel of Fig. 1 suggest that

we may expect to explain up to 20-25% of the remaining
variance if we used local linear models). However, we prefer
the alternative path of simply gathering together big and smallscale information ( and R K , respectively) in a unique statespace description of the system to build a one-shot nonlinear
model of  .
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Fig. 2. Time-delayed mutual information (MI) as a function of delay T for the
series of first differences. The dashed horizontal line indicates the threshold
employed for selecting predictors.
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Fig. 1. Normalized mean squared error as a function of neighbourhood size
for TVUAW and embedding dimensions XYU[Z to Z]\ . Lower panel: original
time-series. Upper panel: series of first differences.

B. Selection of relevant predictors
Since the big-scale behaviour seems to be only linearly
autocorrelated, for the selection of relevant predictors we focus
on the more interesting nonlinear series of first differences.
In Fig. 2 we show the decay of the time-delayed mutual
information [5] of this series for increasing time-lags , .
We will consider R E to be a relevant predictor of R 
if the corresponding MI value exceeds a certain threshold.
To fix a concrete lower bound, we rank-order the obtained
results for MI (shown in the inset of Fig. 2). We arbitrarily
choose the value P6! PQMQ^ , indicated with a dashed horizontal
line in both graphs, because after the first _]` most important
predictors there seems to be a small step down in relevance
—as measured by MI. This procedure pins out ,
_ , 3, 4, 7,
10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17, 24, 25, 28, 30, and 42.
Although these time-lags were chosen by analysing R   ,
hereafter we will assume that they also provide a sufficiently
sampled representation for the more slow, autocorrelated   .
We thus propose to employ E R    for all , in the set
of 15 lags mentioned above.

1) Inclusion of R   : A first check on the proposed
strategy was carried out by testing the null hypotheses that the
performance of a one-shot nonlinear model obtained from the
set of inputs E R    is not better than the one obtained
from    only (we employ this condensed notation to
indicate that the full set of previously selected 15 time-lags
is used). For this we considered single MLPs. We randomly
selected 33% of the points in the whole record for testing
purposes, and used the remaining 67% data points to train
MLPs with architectures _]`>ab_ P ab_ and c P ab_ P ab_ . All the
networks were trained until the minimum of the corresponding
validation set error was achieved (“early-stopping” criterion).
These 2 settings were run on parallel on 100 different random
splits of the data, in order to produce a paired - -test.
To study this issue we computed the relative performance
differences

RdfeQd  ChgjiFdlknmpo ; ChgqiFdrknm 7 s tm o  e"ChgqiFdrknmpo
between the test errors obtained using the    set of inputs
( ChgjiFdlknmpo ) and using the full set of inputs ( ChgqiFdrknm 7 s mto ).
The results of this - -test were 100% conclusive: in all of
the 100 experiments the MLPs trained with E R   
outperformed the    fitting. In particular, its predictions
were, on average, 2.4% better.
2) Inclusion of data from the future: The gap nature of the
missing data naturally raises the following question: could a
better modeling be triggered by the inclusion of information
situated in the future? If so, which “forward” predictors
should be employed? To be consistent, we apply the same
selection criterion described above. Since MI is by definition symmetrical, i.e. MI <ubY MI uF , the time-lagged
mutual information of  is invariant under time reversal:
MI  EJ MI  28K] . Thus the picture for thresholdselection of forward predictors is again Fig. 2, and the same
set of 15 relevant delays must be mirrored into the future.

Now we imagine we were to predict a particular missing value within a gap, say, e.g., the point in the 10th
position counting from the left border. Since for simplicity
we have chosen a one-shot prediction strategy, we restrict
ourselves to considering only predictors E R E  for
,
_ P6 _Q_  _]v "!"!"! v M to forecast  . More precisely, we ask
ourselves: Is this “past” framework better than the one ex_Q_  _]v  _]` "!"!"! v M ?
panded by addition of b R w  , ,
To answer this question we have run 100 experiments with
different random splits of the data as above, and trained MLPs
with architectures MQM aE_ P a6_ and v M aE_ P a6_ , respectively. The
results of the 100 runs are plotted as a histogram in Fig. 3.
As can be seen in this figure, this inclusion is responsible for
a dramatic difference. In particular, the relative performance
improvement is, on average, 50.4%.

TABLE I
T EMPORAL LOCATION OF THE PREDICTORS INVOLVED IN THE
FORECASTING OF EACH MISSING VALUE WITHIN THE GAPS .
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Fig. 3. Relative performance difference xzyF{]y after inclusion of data from
the future. The results of 100 independent runs are plotted as a histogram.

III. F ILLING THE GAPS
As follows from the results of the previous Section, it is
convenient to employ both time-delayed and time-forwarded
coordinates |w R |< . We have individually taylored the
concrete embedding setting for each predictee position within
the gaps. Numbering them from 1 to 20, in Table I we
summarize the temporal location of the predictors involved
in each case. Needless to say, for the last 20 points of the
whole record we only employed the past delays quoted in the
second column of this table.
To produce the concrete final predictions we considered ensembles of MLPs, since they are known to perform better than
single networks [6]. Always through - -testing, we compared
the advantages of different aggregation strategies [7], [8]. We
concluded that bagging [9] was best suited for the problem
at hand, showing an improvement over single networks that
ranged between 1% and 5%. We found that the error decrease
upon aggregation stabilized after a small number of networks,
and a size of 10 MLPs was judged to be enough.
The modeling errors obtained in this way over 500 randomly
selected test samples are plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of the

predictee position within the missing intervals. In the upper
panel we depict the expected uncertainties over the first 4 gaps,
using predictors both from the past and future. In the lower
panel we compare this curve against the expected performance
over the 5th gap, which can only be modeled from past data.
A few comments are in order at this point: first, besides
the obvious symmetry, in the upper panel we notice a nonmonotonous increase in NMSE as we incursion into the gap
from its borders towards its centre. For example, the error in
the 7th position is smaller than in the 6th . To understand this
behaviour we refer to Table I, where we find that in passing
from 6 to 7 we don’t loose any past predictors but gain two
forward instead, namely : and R  * . In moving one
step further on to position 8, the useful information located at
- ; is lost and the error must increase again. In the lower
panel we observe a monotonous growth in the prediction error
on the last gap as the predictee distance to the last known data
increases. The stepwise nature of this behaviour is related to
the discrete loss of available past predictors (see the second
column of Table I). As expected, the results over the first gaps
seem to be consistently better than over this last interval.
Finally, in Fig. 5 we illustrate the performance of our
completion procedure. To provide a sound basis for a gap
filling simulation, we have excluded five equally-spaced block
intervals of length 20 from the modeling process described
above. We can see in this figure that, as expected, timesymmetric predictions (indicated in black) show a smaller mismatch than one-sided forecasts (grey) near the borders of the
gaps. Black and grey curves exemplify possible performances
over the first 4 and 5th missing intervals, respectively.
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Fig. 4. Estimated distribution profile of modeling errors over the gaps. Upper
panel: first four gaps, double-sided embedding. Lower panel, open circles: last
gap, one-sided embedding. For comparison, the upper curve is also included
(dots).
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Fig. 5. Examples of imaginary gaps that were completed according to our
procedure. True data are indicated by a dotted thin black line, time-symmetric
predictions with a full thick black line, and past-based predictions with a full
thick grey line.
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IV. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work we have presented a possible forecasting
procedure for the CATS benchmark time series prediction
competition. Our approach is simple and can be summarized
as a time-symmetric embedding of the given time series
and a straightforward application of bagging of multilayer
perceptrons. One-shot forecasting was performed for each
missing value using information both from the past and future,
except for the 5th gap where future information is naturally
unavailable. Due to time constraints, intuition played an important role in the several choices that had to be made throughout
the modeling process. Now, future research should clarify the
suitability of these elections. Pending investigations include a
more careful selection of possible predictors, a comparison
against iterated forecasting, and finally the implementation
and comparison against the more involved two-stage modeling
strategy suggested by our exploratory data analysis.
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